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Kreations is manufactured from high molecular weight-moulded foamKreations is manufactured from high molecular weight-moulded foam
which cannot have any addition of inorganic fillers. Due to this highwhich cannot have any addition of inorganic fillers. Due to this high
molecular weight, the resilience and ball rebound is extremely highmolecular weight, the resilience and ball rebound is extremely high
which can be seen in seats of automobiles. Established in 1995,which can be seen in seats of automobiles. Established in 1995,
Reactive Polymers Ltd. (RPL) started with manufacturing Moulds for theReactive Polymers Ltd. (RPL) started with manufacturing Moulds for the
PU industry. Moving into our new premises by 2000, we added BusPU industry. Moving into our new premises by 2000, we added Bus
seats to our product range which were manufactured with “In-situ”seats to our product range which were manufactured with “In-situ”
moulding of tubular frame. By 2002 we had forayed into themoulding of tubular frame. By 2002 we had forayed into the
manufacturing of wood frame sofas, making us a compositemanufacturing of wood frame sofas, making us a composite
manufacturing unit. Since 2005, we have been OE suppliers to some ofmanufacturing unit. Since 2005, we have been OE suppliers to some of
India’s biggest retail outlets with leading clients like Godrej Interio,India’s biggest retail outlets with leading clients like Godrej Interio,
@Home, Spencer’s, Hometown, Pepperfry, Style spa, Reliance,@Home, Spencer’s, Hometown, Pepperfry, Style spa, Reliance,
Furlenco and many more.Furlenco and many more.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/comfort-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/comfort-
kreations-10346kreations-10346
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